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Abstract
Efficiency improvements over the past decade have meant that data center energy usage has decoupled from the
growth in IT workloads. Much of this efficiency improvement has been attributed to innovations made by
“hyperscale” public cloud vendors, where a large proportion of new IT workloads are now being deployed.
However, the move to the cloud is making it more difficult to assess the environmental impact of workloads
deployed there. Although the large cloud vendors are amongst the largest purchasers of renewable electricity,
customers do not have access to the data they need to complete emissions assessments under the Greenhouse
Gas Protocol. Data such as Power Usage Effectiveness, emissions factors and equipment embodied energy are not
available from public cloud vendors. This paper demonstrates how the Greenhouse Gas Protocol method of
assessment of IT emissions does not work for public cloud environments and suggests how this can be tackled by
the cloud vendors themselves.
Keywords: Cloud computing, Cloud environmental impact, Greenhouse gas Protocol, Data center emissions, IT
emissions

Introduction
Estimates of annual data center electricity usage vary
from 200 terawatt hours (TWh) [43] to 500 TWh [11].
The lower of these figures would suggest that data centers consume 1% of global electricity [43], but this could
be significantly higher. One study suggests that global
data center energy usage was 270 TWh in 2012 [66].
Another study estimates that 104 TWh will be used by
European Union data centers in 2020, which makes a
global total of 200 TWh unlikely [9].
This uncertainty also extends to efficiency estimations.
As of 2018, IT (Information Technology) workloads
have grown significantly compared to 2010 - ×6 more
compute instances, ×10 more network traffic and ×25
more storage in 2018, yet it is reported that data center
energy usage has only grown by 6% over that time [49].
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Some reports support this by showing that average
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) is improving [9], but
industry survey data suggests average PUE values have
plateaued [45]. Future energy usage is uncertain: efficiency improvements may be “frozen” [61] and some
scenarios suggest data center energy usage could double
by 2030 [7].
Whether data center energy usage grows modestly or
increases significantly, even with the increasing use of
renewables in the technology sector [44] data center
emissions and other associated environmental impacts
still need to be accounted for.
In the past, IT was run in-house (also known as
“on-premise”). IT teams would buy physical servers,
disks and network devices from vendors such as Dell,
Seagate and Cisco, then install them into data centers.
These data centers might be built and operated by
the company itself, or space would be rented (“co-located”) in large scale facilities, such as those run by
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Digital Realty or Equinix. The company would pay for
the space required to deploy the number of servers
they needed, install internet access and purchase
power, typically over-provisioning their equipment to
ensure they had spare capacity.
IT applications running on physical hardware have
a known (or knowable) footprint. The equipment is
self-contained and can be traced to a manufacturer so
the embodied cost of components can be calculated.
Data center characteristics such as power and cooling
levels can be monitored. Emissions factors for the
electricity mix can be determined. As such, it is possible to calculate the environmental footprint of a
deployment.
Guidelines exist for creating energy efficient data centers [38] and metrics such as Power Usage Effectiveness
(PUE) can be calculated [40].
PUE is a widely used metric and often cited to
show progress in data center efficiency. For example,
Google publishes quarterly and trailing 12-month
PUE values going back to 2008 for their global fleet
of 15 data centers [29]; the latest Google Q1 2020
fleet wide PUE is 1.09. However, PUE has been criticised when used as a measure of efficiency because it
only considers energy. PUE can decrease when IT
load increases even though efficiency may not have
improved [16]. It has also been shown to correlate
poorly with carbon emissions [47, 48] and should not
be the only metric tracked [70].
Water Usage Effectiveness as a site based metric
(WUE), combined with its complementary source
based metric (WUEsource) [57], are important environmental indicators because of the large volumes of
water that data centers require, projected to be 660
billion litres for US data centers in 2020 [60]. Most
of this water is used in electricity generation, which is
why the WUEsource metric includes external water intensity factors, not just the operational water usage at
a point in time [57]. Although moving to renewable
sources of electricity generation helps reduce WUEsource because wind and solar energy have low water
footprints [64], less than a third of data center operators track any water metrics [36]. Facebook is one of
the few companies who report both PUE and WUE
figures publicly [21]. Other metrics such as Renewable
Energy Factor (REF) [41] and Energy Reuse Factor
(ERF) [39] exist as international standards but are difficult to find in public disclosures.
Understanding when to refresh hardware is another
element to consider. In a survey of European data
centers, IT equipment older than 5 years was shown
to consume 66% of energy despite only representing
7% of capacity [11]. However, replacing equipment
less than 4.5 years old may cost more in hardware
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than is saved on energy efficiency [11]. This highlights the importance of lifecycle analysis because
hardware refresh rates and overall utilisation impact
the environmental footprint of a data center, potentially offering more energy savings than decreasing
PUE [10].
With the availability of cloud computing services
from vendors such as Amazon Web Services (AWS),
Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and Microsoft Azure,
workloads are increasingly being deployed into public
cloud services [23]. This trend is demonstrated by the
growth of the global cloud computing market over
the last decade. From just under $6bn in 2008, as of
2019 it had reached $208bn and is projected to grow
to $236bn in 2020 [23]. Server equipment purchases
are growing at 3% per year, almost entirely attributable to “hyperscale” cloud vendors [60]. Estimates
suggest 40% of servers will be in hyperscale data centers in 2020 [60].
This move to the cloud has made it much more
difficult to estimate associated emissions. Public
cloud vendor customers purchase virtual services so
it is difficult to know what underlying physical resources are used because they have been abstracted
by complex software or platform layers. Customers
migrating to the cloud must also ensure their cloud
architecture is equivalent to their on-premise hardware deployments in terms of availability and redundancy to ensure that comparisons are accurate.
Cloud vendor customers have no insight into the energy usage of the services they buy, and often do not
even know how many physical servers their applications are running on. Instead, they pay for precise
usage such as CPU time, allocated memory or execution time. In theory the price should include the full
costs of components like power and disks, but the
number is not transparent. Much is hidden behind
opaque cloud vendor pricing. Some vendors have
used marketing efforts to explain why public cloud
is “greener” than on-premise [1, 51] but do not provide specific, detailed numbers behind their claims.
Models such as CLEER [47, 48] can make assumptions, but there are so many variables that their accuracy is questionable, particularly across use cases
and as the model ages.
With an increased public awareness of environmental issues [69] and more businesses being
covered by mandatory reporting [20], cloud vendor
customers should expect to be able to calculate the
environmental footprint of their IT environment just
as if they were running it on-premise. This has been
possible historically: the GHG Protocol reporting
guidance assumes a range of measures such as server
count, data center PUE and capacity are available [27].
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However, the current approach by public cloud
computing vendors makes it difficult to obtain that
information.
Several studies [13–15, 17, 24, 25] have proposed new
approaches where workloads can be dynamically moved
based on various “follow-the-renewables” criteria [15]
about the underlying data center e.g. regional wind
power availability. These techniques can work well if the
system has access to data to make the right decisions
e.g. emissions factors related to the data center energy
input, external temperatures related to cooling requirements, wind speeds in the relevant geographies for each
data center, etc. If the customer is running their own
data center or is deployed in a co-location facility, then
they should be able to get access to this information.
However, this is not possible with public cloud. As this
paper will discuss, the major cloud providers do not release most of these underlying data, and if they report
anything it is usually only in aggregate, not real-time.
This paper develops a framework for understanding the boundaries of a public cloud computing environment, then uses that framework to evaluate
whether the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol is
suitable for calculating emissions from cloud workloads. It also considers what cloud vendors have
done and should do in the future to allow customers of public cloud to calculate their own environmental footprint.

cores, then billed based on the number of seconds
or minutes the VM is running. VMs are known
as “multi-tenant” because they run on physical
server resources shared amongst other customers.
This contrasts with Dedicated Hosts (e.g. from
[3]), and is one of the reasons why Cloud
Vendors can achieve high efficiency at
“hyperscale” [47, 48, 60]. Other Compute units
also exist, such as those sold through products
like AWS Lambda or Google Cloud Functions.
These are billed only whilst the code is executing
with fees based on CPU and memory used over
the (usually per hundred millisecond) execution
time [32].
2. Storage exists in the form of arbitrarily sized
disk volumes which can be attached to VMs,
mimicking physical disk drives in servers.
Different types of volume exist depending on the
performance requirements e.g. solid-state disk
(SSD) vs spinning disk [33]. Other types of
storage are available, such as AWS Simple
Storage Service (S3) which was one of the
original cloud services launched in 2006 [2].
3. Networking links all the services together with
internal and public data transfer from network
interfaces attached to VMs through to virtual load
balancers and firewalls. These exist as a Software
Defined Network (SDN) as opposed to dedicated,
physical devices for each customer.

Defining cloud vendor components
A Cloud Vendor is a commercial organisation that
builds and operates the cloud services. These are sold
to the public whereby anyone can sign up with a
credit card to become a customer, usually on a payas-you-go basis. The components which make up the
Cloud Vendor are public in the sense that anyone
can pay to use them, and the resources are shared
amongst all customers. This is also known as “multitenant”. Some Cloud Vendors offer services only
available to specific sectors e.g. AWS GovCloud for
the United States Government, and some products
from Cloud Vendors are run in private data centers
e.g. Azure Stack, but for the purposes of this paper, a
Cloud Vendor is one which primarily sells on a public model. Private clouds run by organisations on
their own on-premise equipment are excluded from
this definition.
The core cloud services are the three Primitives: Compute, Storage and Networking.

Cloud Vendors also offer a range of other Software
Services, such as Databases and Queues. These are
supporting infrastructure services used by customers
in their own applications but are built and maintained by the Cloud Vendor, ultimately running on
top of the Primitives. If a customer is using a Database they are also making use of Primitives, but
these are abstracted away so the customer is unaware. This can be seen when a Primitive component suffers an outage that then affects many other
services which rely on it, such as the June 2019 GCP
Networking Incident [31].
Just like their physical equivalents, Primitives run
inside data centers located in specific geographical regions operated by the Cloud Vendor. Customers can
choose in which region they wish to deploy their resources, and different regions have different pricing
e.g. an AWS EC2 t3.micro VM instance running in
N. Virginia, USA costs $0.0104/h whereas the same
instance type running in Sydney, Australia costs
$0.0132/h [4]. Bandwidth costs also vary with some
regions being significantly more expensive than others
e.g. data transfer in Oceania is ×17 more expensive
than Europe [58].

1. Compute is most commonly in the form of Virtual
Machines (VMs) sized based on the desired
quantity of memory (RAM) and processor (CPU)
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These Primitives are visible to the customer. It is the
underlying physical infrastructure that is hidden — the
servers, disks, routing equipment housed inside a cooled
data center facility, powered by electricity. This means
the customer has no insight into the equipment lifecycle
or the electricity required to cool and power that equipment. This change from managing on-premise equipment not only abstracts away the underlying
infrastructure, it subsequently abstracts the environmental impact caused by that equipment. For example, the
location of a data center has a strong relationship to energy usage due to local climate conditions, seasonality,
and the emissions factor of the power mix for the electricity grid the data center is connected to [46].
To understand the full environmental impact of cloud
environments, we must consider all components that
make up “cloud” services (Fig. 1).

Using the GHG Protocol to assess cloud vendor
emissions
The GHG Protocol Guidance for the ICT Sector
[27] Section 4.5 provides an accounting method for

Fig. 1 Public cloud components
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calculating GHG emissions related to data centers.
This section discusses whether the GHG Protocol is
appropriate to assess Cloud Vendor emissions.

Assessment of GHG Protocol required primary data from
the perspective of a cloud vendor customer

The tables below examine each primary data input required to calculate data center emissions under the
GHG Protocol Guidance for the ICT Sector [27].
This shows that the guidance is appropriate from the
perspective of the Cloud Vendor but that this does not
translate to the perspective of a Cloud Vendor customer.
The three largest Cloud Vendors by usage [22] – Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure (Azure)
and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) – are used to analyse
whether the data is available to Cloud Vendor
customers.
The first column describes the data item as taken from
the GHG Protocol Guidance. The second column assesses whether this data is available from the perspective
of a Cloud Vendor customer.
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Table 1 Availability assessment of primary data item - users required under the GHG Protocol for assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor customers?

“use profiles and number
of users at any given
period of time”

Yes – if relevant, this can be calculated
based on application usage over a given
period. Transactions may be an alternative
(below).

Users (Table 1)
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Table 3 Availability assessment of primary data item transactions - required under the GHG Protocol for assessment
of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“for example, measured Iops
(input-output operations per
second) or WebAPIs/requests
processed by the platform, over
a specified time period”

Yes – if relevant, this can be
calculated based on the application
usage over a given period. Users
may be an alternative (above).

Data centers (Table 4)

traffic is another significant exclusion when 71% of the
global population expected to have mobile connectivity
by 2023 and smartphone traffic growing 7% annually
[18]. Examining mobile connectivity is an opportunity
area for future research.

Server count (Table 5)

Embodied GHG emissions

Network link equipment count (Table 6)

“Embodied emissions for hardware” cannot be calculated
without details of the underlying hardware, which are
not provided by any Cloud Vendor.

Licensing or service level agreements (Table 2)
Transactions (Table 3)

Device utilisation (Table 7)
Data center capacity
Power consumption by type of IT hardware (Table 8)
Data center Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) (Table 9)
Emission factors - equipment (Table 10)
Emission factors - electricity (Table 11)
Assessment of GHG Protocol required secondary data
from the perspective of a cloud vendor customer

The GHG Protocol suggests using certain secondary data
if the above primary sources are unavailable: “Internet
transfer” and “Embodied emissions for hardware” [27].
Internet transfer and the network

Internet transfer is derived by using estimates of the energy intensity of the internet: 0.06 kWh/GB for fixed line
networks in 2015 [8]. This study also shows this number
decreasing by 50% every 2 years.
However, this only considers external traffic on the
internet – it does not account for internal network traffic which makes up a significant amount of data transfer
[42] and is doubling every 12–15 months [62]. Mobile
Table 2 Availability assessment of primary data item - licensing
or service level agreements - required under the GHG Protocol
for assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“the units of service defined, for
example, the number of users for
a specified period of time”

Yes – if relevant, this can be
calculated based on application
usage over a given period.

Data center capacity is used in the GHG Protocol guidelines and consists of calculating energy (in kWh) and
capacity (in kilowatts or floor area). These figures are
not provided by Cloud Vendors.
A 2019 Greenpeace report [19] produced estimates of
overall capacity in Virginia, USA, one of the largest data
center regions, by using Freedom of Information
Table 4 Availability assessment of primary data item - data
centers - required under the GHG Protocol for assessment of
ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor customers?

“number and location”

Partial – the customer can determine
which location (region) they deploy to,
but the concept of “zones” cannot
necessarily be mapped to a single
data center.
For example, Google Cloud Platform
has the concept of Zones within
Regions. The Region location is
defined but the Zone location is
not. A Zone may be one or many
clusters where a cluster represents
distinct physical infrastructure
(power, cooling, network) within a
data center. Further, zones are not
necessarily physical, potentially
differing across customers [34].
For certain types of Compute Primitives e.g.
Azure Functions, code is deployed to a
specific region but there may be multiple
zones within the region and a zone may
be one or many physical data centers [53].
AWS has a single region in Virginia [6] but
has 55 physical data centers in that
geography [19].
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Table 5 Availability assessment of primary data item - server
count - required under the GHG Protocol for assessment of ICT
emissions

Table 7 Availability assessment of primary data item - device
utilisation - required under the GHG Protocol for assessment of
ICT emissions

GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“number of servers provisioned
to host and fulfill the cloud
application and data storage
requirements. This includes
redundancy for business
continuity and disaster recovery”

Partial – the customer can
determine which location (region)
they deploy to. For VMs as
Compute Primitives there is usually
a one to one relationship between
a VM running on (part of) a single
physical server. However, it may
not always be the same physical
server if the VM is live migrated
[35]. For other types of Compute
Primitives e.g. Azure Functions,
requests may be served across
multiple servers.

“computational load that a
device is managing relative
to the specified peak load”

No – unless the customer selects
to use dedicated hosts such as
AWS/Azure Dedicated Hosts or
GCP Sole-Tenant Nodes (and pays
the additional costs), the Cloud
Vendor provides no visibility of
the utilization of the underlying
devices.

requests to obtain backup generator permits, publicly reported lease details and renewable energy deals. This approach allows an estimate of the overall data center
GHG emissions to be calculated for a specific geography,
but does not provide enough granularity for individual
Cloud Vendor customers to calculate their specific GHG
emissions, particularly if deployed in different regions
around the world.
Using data center capacity to calculate GHG emissions
for an individual customer is not practical because capacity is shared by many customers even on a single server within a single data center. This approach only
works if customer equipment takes up physical space in
the data center (or the virtual equivalent).

Results
The GHG Protocol provides a methodology for assessing
data center emissions but it assumes that the assessor
has access to various data inputs. The assessment above
demonstrates that these inputs are not available to
Cloud Vendor customers. This means that the GHG
Protocol cannot be used by a Cloud Vendor customer to
calculate their GHG emissions – they do not have the
data to do so.
GHG Protocol [27] Section 4.6.2 acknowledges that it
is challenging to make assessments in public cloud environments and suggests an alternative approach based on
Table 6 Availability assessment of primary data item - network
link equipment count - required under the GHG Protocol for
assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“number of in-data-center routers
and switches required to fulfill
WebAPI requests and process
web transactions. This includes
redundancy for business continuity
and disaster recovery”

No – Cloud Vendor customers
have no visibility of the underlying
network infrastructure.

estimates. However, it assumes the availability of data
such as server and VM totals e.g. “Estimated count of
physical servers dedicated to the service (divided by the
total number of servers in the data center)”. Estimates
have been made for the emissions of entire facilities,
such as the Greenpeace report discussed in above. However, this does not allow calculations to be apportioned
on a per customer basis because server counts are unavailable. More granular data is required.
The analysis above shows that data required to calculate emissions using the GHG Protocol is only available
to Cloud Vendors. One solution is for Cloud Vendors to
publish the required data so that customers can
complete their own calculations. Figures such as PUE
have been released by some Cloud Vendors, as discussed
in Table 9, however these are too limited to satisfy the
requirements of the GHG Protocol. Most of the required
data is considered a competitive secret that is heavily
guarded by Cloud Vendors. For example, Google has
Table 8 Availability assessment of primary data item - power
consumption by type of IT hardware - required under the GHG
Protocol for assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“calculated energy consumed
by a server at a given rate of
device utilization and estimated
power for networking and
storage equipment”

No – no information is available
about the type of underlying
hardware so no energy calculations
can be completed. Indeed,
“hyperscale” Cloud Vendors design
many of their own hardware
components [30, 50] with no
publicly available power
assessment.
Some vendors have released their
hardware designs under the
open source Open Compute
program, such as Microsoft’s
Project Olympus [67]. This would
allow independent assessment
of the equipment power
consumption but would require
additional information about
how this hardware is deployed
into Microsoft Azure cloud
environments.
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Table 9 Availability assessment of primary data item - data
center power usage effectiveness (PUE) - required under the
GHG Protocol for assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“defined as the ratio of overall
power drawn by the data center
facility, to the power delivered to
the IT hardware. This is a datacenter-specific metric and accounts
for energy consumption of active
cooling, power conditioning,
lighting, and other critical data
center infrastructure”

Partial – industry average PUE
is 1.67 [65].
AWS does not report PUE data
but has a website footnote that
states their internal-data shows
PUE under 1.2 [5].
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Several Cloud Vendors have demonstrated they have
the underlying data needed to calculate GHG emissions
because they have produced marketing materials containing competitive comparisons [1, 51] and/or aggregated data in annual reports [28, 52]. Combined with the
accounting mechanisms for billing, this should allow
Cloud Vendors to provide customers with an emissions
report as well. This section considers a conceptual approach for how such a report would be constructed.
Calculation inputs

GCP reports their quarterly and
trailing twelve-month (TTM) PUE
values for “large-scale Google Data
Centers”. For Q4 2019 fleet-wide
TTM PUE was 1.10 with campus
specific TTM PUE ranging of
1.07–1.15 [29]. However, this does
not include all GCP Regions e.g.
London and Tokyo are available
regions but do not have published
PUE data.

The GHG Protocol assumes that all workloads run on
physical servers within a single data center, an assumption which does not hold in Cloud Vendor environments. The framework in Fig. 1 can be used alongside
the GHG Protocol components discussed in section 3 to
define the emissions boundary for each customer on a
per cloud product/service basis.
Example: virtual machine (VM)

Microsoft Azure does not report
PUE data but states they “have
met [their] goal of averaging 1.125
power usage effectiveness (PUE)
for any new datacentre” [56].

barred public officials from releasing data about water
usage which has resulted in controversy in drought regions [59]. As a result, the GHG Protocol is not appropriate for calculation of emissions from public cloud
computing workloads by Cloud Vendor customers.
If Cloud Vendors are not willing to release the underlying data, they must be the ones to complete the calculations on behalf of their customers. The next section
will consider how a Cloud Vendor might approach this
calculation.

Calculating cloud vendor emissions per customer
All Cloud Vendors provide customers with access to detailed reporting about their usage and the associated
cost. By apportioning usage for billing purposes, Cloud
Vendors have demonstrated they can perform detailed
resource accounting to bill customers on a granular
level. They can therefore do the same for apportioning
GHG emissions.
Table 10 Availability assessment of primary data item emission factors - equipment - required under the GHG
Protocol for assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor
customers?

“factors for the embodied
emissions of relevant IT
equipment, ideally obtained
from equipment manufacturers”

No - no information is available
about the type of underlying
hardware so no emission factors
can be calculated.

A VM is deployed for a time period in a specific zone
within a specific cloud region. Cloud Vendor zones can
be made up of one or more data centers [34, 53] but this
is not visible - the zone is the lowest level abstraction
exposed to customers. To provide a complete GHG
emissions assessment, the Cloud Vendor would need the
following:
 Zone accounting: the time period each VM is

running in each data center that makes up the zone
within the region. VM pricing is usually based on
CPU core and memory allocation by hour so the
relevant functional unit for the zone accounting
would be the same as the billing unit. A calculation
would be produced for each data center then
combined to provide the zone total.
 Emissions factors – equipment: the embodied
emissions for the physical equipment (servers, racks,
switches, etc) assigned to support the allocated CPU
core and memory in each data center that makes up
the zone within the region. This must consider the
total fixed embodied emissions for the lifecycle of
the equipment, and the utilisation of the equipment
over the period so the total can be apportioned
amongst all customers utilising that equipment.
Although cloud vendors tend to have high
utilisation rates, these are still lower than 50% [47,
48, 60].
 Emissions factors – electricity: each data center has
its own energy mix, which will change dependent
upon the local electricity grid. Zone accounting
provides the date and time that each VM is running
in each data center so the electricity emissions
factors can be applied for the relevant period. A data
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Table 11 Availability assessment of primary data item - emission factors - electricity - required under the GHG Protocol for
assessment of ICT emissions
GHG Protocol Description

Data available to Cloud Vendor customers?

“the emission factor for the electricity used should be appropriate
for the region where the electricity is consumed. Electricity grid
emission factors are published nationally, and in some cases,
regionally. Electricity grid emission factors should include the
full life cycle of the energy source (i.e., include emissions from
extraction and transportation of the fuel, as well as generation
and transmission of electricity)”

Partial – since actual electricity usage data is not provided by the Cloud
Vendor, a regional average GHG emissions factor must be used [27].
Following the GHG Protocol Scope 2 Guidelines [26] would allow the
factor to be determined.
Each Cloud Vendor has a different electricity generation mix for each data
center. For example, AWS reports that as of June 2015 the AWS “average
power mix carbon intensity is 393 g/kWh” [12]. In 2015 Google reports a
data center carbon intensity of 0.242 tCO2e/MWh which has reduced to
0.0495 tCO2e/MWh in 2018 [28]. Further, Google reports it has purchased
100% renewable energy to match its usage since 2017 [37].
However, a customer cannot complete the calculation unless the GHG
emissions factor can be linked to activity.

center PUE calculation will allow the total electricity
input to be apportioned between the fixed data
center energy costs and the IT equipment.
Example: serverless function

Serverless functions are an emerging cloud computing
technique [63] which allow small units of code to be executed in response to events, only using resources when
they are triggered, and billed based on execution time in
milliseconds. This allows them to be very efficient by
only running when needed, but complicates accounting
because it requires resources to be split into very small
units across physical resources. Serverless products from
Amazon, Google and Microsoft are deployed at a regional level which means for each instantiation a serverless function could execute on a different server in a
different data center in a different zone.
This complicates emissions calculations and means the
accounting mechanism needs to track the execution
across many physical devices. Once this has been
achieved the same approach as with a VM (4.1.1 above)
would apply, but with the functional unit changing to
match the billing unit for the Cloud Vendor product.
Calculation output

With the above data, a GHG emissions factor could be
derived for each of the Cloud Primitives on a usage basis
e.g. Compute emissions in CO2 equivalent per second of
usage per Zone. Once assigned to the Primitives, all services based on those Primitives can also provide a GHG
emissions calculation. This would then be combined by
the existing usage and billing data to report total GHG
emissions to the customer.
Microsoft sustainability calculator

In Jan 2020, Microsoft announced the availability of a
“Sustainability Calculator” [68] which allows customers
of the Microsoft Azure cloud platform to calculate the
carbon emissions of their cloud resources.

Based on the methodology in a 2018 paper [51],
Microsoft is applying the approach described in GHG
Protocol [27] using their internal data to provide a
value that can be reported by their customers under
Scope 3 Category 1 emissions. The paper describes
using the same inputs as above (section 4.1.1) with
the same boundaries shown in Fig. 1.
The Sustainability Calculator provides a geographic
view of emissions by calculating the local electricity carbon intensity for each region the customer has deployed
resources to. It considers the energy intensity of internet
traffic between Microsoft data centers and by third party
connectivity. The 2018 paper [51] uses the estimates in
Aslan et al. [8] but it is not clear precisely which value
has been applied to the Sustainability Calculator e.g. has
it been adjusted to match the predicted decreases in the
energy intensity.
Embodied emissions used by networking infrastructure outside of the specific application were excluded
from the 2018 paper model, so it is unclear if they
are included in the Sustainability Calculator. The calculator factors in efficiencies gained from the utilisation, provisioning and multi-tenancy benefits of cloud
computing, however Microsoft has not released numbers demonstrating what these values are. There is no
indication that the efficiency is better than the values
provided by Masanet et al. [47, 48] and Shehabi et al.
[60]. Embedded emissions in the IT equipment (including the full lifecycle emissions and disposal with
a 20% recycle rate) are considered in the model but
are sourced from Masanet et al. [47, 48] rather than
Microsoft equipment specific values. Transportation
of equipment is included in these estimates. Embedded emissions in the building and cooling systems are
excluded. Energy during device utilisation is measured
directly.
The result of the Sustainability Calculator is a number
presented to the customer measured in total metric tons
of carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO2e). Gross emissions
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without offsets are indicated alongside a net figure which
includes the offsets purchased by Microsoft.
Microsoft has made the Sustainability Calculator available as an addon to its PowerBI product [54]. Although
the addon itself is free of charge, PowerBI is not a free
product and the Sustainability Calculator addon is only
available to Azure Enterprise customers [55]. As such,
for the purposes of this paper the calculator could only
be tested using sample data only.
The Sustainability Calculator is an example of an implementation of the conceptual approach described in
this paper. It uses a published methodology [51] and has
been independently verified [68]. Within the Sustainability Calculator user interface it notes:
"As part of the app’s development, the methodology
and its implementation went through third-party
verification to ensure that it aligns to the World Resources Institute (WRI)/World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) Greenhouse
Gas (GHG) Protocol Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard. The scope of the verification,
conducted in accordance with ISO 14064-3: Greenhouse gases -- Part 3: Specification with guidance
for the validation and verification of greenhouse gas
assertions, included the estimation of emissions
from Azure service … "
Whilst there are areas where additional transparency
in the model and numbers would be beneficial to be able
to fully assess against the relevant literature, and only
certain “Enterprise” customers can access the Sustainability Calculator, Microsoft is currently the only Cloud
Vendor offering customer-level reporting.

Conclusion
The analysis in this paper has demonstrated that the
GHG Protocol is not suitable for customers to assess the
emissions of their IT environments located in the public
cloud because the required information to calculate
emissions is not provided by Cloud Vendors.
The GHG Protocol makes assumptions about the
availability of data such as IT equipment embodied
emissions and utilisation, which are not available to
Cloud Vendor customers. Where metrics are provided,
such as PUE, these are not published on a granular
enough level due to how Core Primitives such as Compute and Storage are sold to customers. For example,
the precise data center location is not revealed to Cloud
Vendor Customers who instead are restricted to visibility
of a “zone” or “region” that does not necessarily map to
a physical facility. Even the secondary data suggested for
use in cloud environments by the GHG Protocol –
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estimated server counts for the workload and total number of servers in the data center - are unavailable.
Further, the GHG Protocol only considers a single
metric – PUE – in its calculations. The criticisms of
PUE discussed in section 1 show that other metrics such
as WUEsource, REF, ERF and equipment refresh rates are
just as important to understand the overall environmental footprint of a data center. This all suggests that the
GHG Protocol is no longer relevant in a world where
the majority of workloads are deployed in the cloud.
The solutions to this problem are limited. Transparency is necessary to assess the environmental footprint of any product or service. The lack of data
makes it impossible for Cloud Vendor customers to
comply with reporting requirements if they wish to
include Scope 3 emissions. Either Cloud Vendors
must release all the necessary data to allow customers
to complete their own calculations or they must perform the calculations on behalf of their customers.
Given how secretive the Cloud Vendors tend to be,
the former is unlikely. As such, Cloud Vendors will
need to provide the calculations in a GHG Protocol
compliant manner instead.
Microsoft is the only Cloud Vendor offering this, having released a Sustainability Calculator in January 2020.
However, it is limited to a small sub-set of customers.
To date, environmental sustainability has primarily
been a marketing tactic for Cloud Vendors. All the marketing materials suggest that moving to the cloud can
reduce your IT environmental footprint. Indeed, the big
Cloud Vendors are the largest purchasers of renewable
energy, have the lowest PUE values and are innovating
with efficient, custom designed equipment. However, all
this means little until those efforts can be backed by environmental data.
Cloud Vendors have been able to ignore this to-date,
keeping their environmental efforts internal and vague.
As climate risk increases, timely environmental data will
become just as important as accurate accounting information. Cloud Vendors need to develop Sustainability
Calculators available to all.
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